
Your presentation must 

use the following writer’s 

craft  
● State your purpose 

● persuade your reader 

● Include all elements 

● Follow the template for 

organization  

 

Your presentation must 

include the following 

grammatical/ vocabulary 

elements 

 
● Give credit to your sources within the 

context of sentences.  

● Use all listed vocabulary words correctly  

● list items in a series with commas 

● Use commas with all FANBOYS 

● Include cause and effect sentences 



Vocabulary list of words that need to be used 

correctly in your writing.  
(You may use any of the listed forms of the words given)  

 

Navigation- navigate- navigator  

expedition  

entrepreneur n. - entrepreneurial adj.  

empire- empires 

cost  

mutiny n. - mutinous adj.  

treaty - treaties  

benefit- benefited- benefits  

 



Giving credit to your sources within a sentence.  

 
Introduce your source in the beginning of your paper.  

 

The (program/ textbook) + title + reporter name +  Verb +  main idea 

 

example: The program National Geographic  Polar Ice caps with Bill Murry 

investigates how climate change affects the planet. 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

Once you introduce the source you can refer to it less formally.   

 reporter + verb + main point 

 

example: Mr. Murry points out that you can see the effects of climate change 

in the ice.  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

Verbs  

examines 

explores 

investigates 

points out  

states 

emphasizes  

focuses on 

discusses  



Listing items in a series 

 

Subject verb item, item, item, and adj. item.  

  

ex: Once we are there we will see monkeys, 

toucans, and many different insects. 

 

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

F___ 

A___ 

N___ 

B___ 

O___ 

Y ___ 

S ___ 

When placing two 

sentences together 

using a FANBOYS 

you always put the 

comma before the 

FANBOYS.  

Ex: I don’t think we will find 

any modern technology, nor 

do I think we will find 

anything that uses 

electricity.  

 

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________ 

                  Cause and Effect sentences 

 

Cause, effect           OR              effect , cause 

 

Ex: Because the mosquitos are so prevalent, we may need big spray.  

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ 



Expedition to Indonesia 

Name  



Introduction to my proposal  

State your purpose  

Hook your audience 

Persuade your reader 

  

include an image that represents you 

topic in some way  

Possible Vocabulary 

Expedition 

Empire 

Entreprenuer 



Resources  
• Introduce the  3 resources you 

will bring back in a way to hook 

your audience.  

• Introduce the resources you will 

find.  

• Give details about each resource. 

• Explain how you will get your 

resources. 

• Reference where you got your 

information. 

Possible vocabulary 

Entrepreneur-entreprenuerial 

cost  

treaty - treaties  

benefit- benefitting, beneficial 

 



Dangers 
• Topic sentence  

• Reference your sources of 

information.  

• Give 3  dangers you might  face 

• Tell what you will do to either 

prepare for the danger or avoid 

it. (Remember to use cause and 

effect sentences with correct 

punctuation.)  

• Connect to your audience in 

your conclusion 

Possible Vocabulary  

Mutiny 

Navigation, navigational, 

navigate 

 

 



Describe your journey 
• Topic sentence  

• Explain your route 

• Describe the type of vessel you will 

travel in.  

• Describe the resources you will bring 

with you.  

Possible vocabulary  

Navagate, navigation, navigational  

Mutiny  

Cost 

Benefit – beneficial 

Treaty- treaties 



Conclusion  
1. Make sure they know what you’re asking for. 

2. Appeal to what they may want. 

3. Summarize what you talked about and how you will make the expedition a 

success.  

 Say it before: Remember……. Keep in mind…..  

 Last: In conclusion...To sum up...All in all… 

 Reasons: For these reasons….Overall… 

 Cause: Therefore….Affect 



Traveling vessel  

Label your drawing 

with materials you will 

use to create your 3D 

model. 
straws 

garbage bag 

folded paper plate 

covered in... 

tape 



Explorers Report Grading Continuum 

    1   2  3   4 

1. Connection to audience  

2. Vocabulary used  

3. All sections completed 

a. introduction 

b. resources 

c. Dangers 

d. Description of journey 

e. Conclusion  

f. Diagram  

 

1. Structure of paragraphs is 

correct  

2. Sources are given credit 

3. Visuals included  

4. CUPS are correct (Commas, 

FANBOYS, Cause and Effect) 

 

 

1. Does not connect to audience  

2. Not all vocabulary used  

3. Missing sections of project  

a. introduction 

b. resources 

c. dangers 

d. conclusion  

e. Diagram  

 

1. Structure of paragraphs is incorrect  

2. Sources are not given credit 

3. visuals not included  

4. CUPS are incorrect  in the following 

areas ( Commas, FANBOYS, Cause 

and Effect) 

9 or more errors                     6 or more errors            4 or more errors                

Name___________ 

CB_______________ 


